Chandan Guha, MD, PhD
Professor & Vice-Chairman
Department of Radiation Oncology
Professor, Dept. of Pathology
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
http://www.einstein.yu.edu/faculty/7020/chandan-guha/
http://www.montefiore.org/body.cfm?id=1735&action=detail&ref=431

Presentation:
"Radiation Enhanced Tumor Vaccines"

Dr. Guha's seminar can be viewed in the link below:

DATE: Tuesday, December 4th, 2012
LOCATION: OHSU Main Hospital, 8th Floor, Room 8B60 at 4:00 pm (Pacific Standard Time)

Chika Nwachukwu, PhD
Mayo Clinic School of Medicine
Medical Scientist Training Program

Presentation:
"MicroRNA Regulation of Aggressive Breast Cancers"

Dr. Nwachukwu's presentation can viewed at the following link:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=4%60/sch/som/MicroRNA111312.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=MicroRNA%20Regulation%20of%20Aggressive%20Breast%20Cancer%2011/13/12

DATE: Tuesday, November 13th, 2012
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 1:00 pm (Pacific Standard Time)

Samuel F. Bakhoum, PhD
MSTProgram, Molecular & Cellular Biology Graduate Program
Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth
Norris Cotton Cancer Center
http://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/compton/members/former/samuel.php

Presentation:
"Cellular mechanisms of Chromosomal Instability and implications for radiation-induced cytotoxicity"
Okina Noel, BS, Tuesday, August 7th, 2012
MD-PhD Medical Scientist Training Program
Molecular Biology Interdepartmental PhD Program UCLA
http://mstp.healthsciences.ucla.edu/pages/onika-noel
http://mbidp.mbi.ucla.edu/people/current/noel-onika

Presentation:
"Role of Smooth Muscle & 1β Integrin in Mediating Extracellular Matrix Assembly in the Vascular Wall"

Her presentation can be viewed at the following link:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=1%60/hosp/radmed/noel080712.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=The%20role%20of%20Smooth%20Muscle%20&%20Integrin%20in%20Mediating%20Extracellular%20Matrix%20Assembly%20Ms.%20Onika%20Noel%2C%202008-07-12

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:00 AM

Lilie L. Lin, MD
Assistant Professor & Program Leader for Gynecologic Radiation Oncology
Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
http://www.xrt.upenn.edu/LillieLin.shtml

Presentation:
"Image Guided Brachytherapy for Gynecologic Cancers"

Her presentation can be viewed at the following link:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=1%60/hosp/radmed/lec052512.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Dr.%20Lilie%20Lin%20-%255/25/2012%20

DATE: May 25th, 2012
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon

Robert A. Winn, MD
Assoc. Professor, Division of Pulmonary Sciences & Critical Care Medicine
Dept. of Medicine
Assoc. Prof., Department of Pathology
Assoc. Dean for Admissions University of Colorado School of Medicine
Presentation:
"AN UNEXPECTED ROLE OF THE WNT PATHWAY IN NON-SMALL CELL LUNG CANCER"

Click on the link below to view portions of Dr. Winn's seminar.
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=1%60/res/radmed/Winn_Lecture.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=An%20Unexpected%20Role%20of%20the%20Wnt%20Pathway%20in%20NSCLC

Dr. Winn, Special Interview on Mentoring:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=1%60/res/radmed/Winn_Interview.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Dr.%20Winn%20Interview%20on%20Mentoring

DATE: May 1st, 2012
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153
TIME: 12:30 - 1:30 PM (PST)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Javier Torres-Roca, MD
Associate Member, Dept. of Radiation Oncology/Experimental Therapeutics H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute University of South Florida
http://www.moffitt.org/Site.aspx?spid=4CF6200D78554ED29427A4B450A979C7&Sear hType=Physician

Presentation:
"Development of a Predictive Assay of Tumor Radiosensitivity: Integrating Genomics and Systems Biology into a Clinically Useful Technology"

Click on the link below to view portions of Dr. Torres-Roca’s seminar.
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=4%60/hosp/radmed/roca030112.flv%60vod&width=720&height=480&title=Dr.%20Javier%20Torres-Roca%20March%201st%202012

DATE: Thursday, March 1st, 2012
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153
TIME: 11:00 am (PST)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Qiana L. Matthews  
PhD, November 3rd, 2011 Division of Human Gene Therapy University of Alabama at Birmingham  

Presentation:  
"Creation of Novel Adenoviral Vectors for HIV Vaccine Development"

Click on the link below to view portions of Dr. Matthew’s seminar.  
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=4%60/res/vgti/matthews110311.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Qiana%20Matthews%20Seminar%2C%20Nov.%203%2C%202011

LOCATION:  VGTI/NSI Seminar Room, West Campus, Beaverton, Oregon at 9:30 am

---------------------------------------------------------------

Dennis Hallahan, MD
Friday, September 30th, 2011 at 12 noon  
Elizabeth & James McDonnell, III Distinguished Professor  
Professor & Head, Department of Radiation Oncology Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology Washington University School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
“Development of Therapeutic Antibodies for Cancer”

Click on the link below to view Dr. Hallahan’s seminar.  
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=1%60/hosp/radmed/hallahan093011.flv%60vod&width=720&height=480&title=Development%20of%20Therapeutic%20Antibodies%20for%20Cancer%3B%20Dennis%20Hallahan%2C%20MD%2C%20FACR

Location: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Jr. Conference Center, Room 4153 at 12 noon

---------------------------------------------------------------

David R. Gius, MD, PhD  
Tuesday, August 16th, 2011 at 12 noon  
Professor, Depts. of Cancer Biology, Pediatrics, & Radiation Oncology Vanderbilt University School of Medicine  
http://www.vicc.org/dd/display.php?person=david.gius  
http://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/reporter/index.html?ID=8476

Presentation:  
"The Mitochondrial Sirtuin, Sirt3, is a tumor suppressor in receptor positive breast cancer"  

Click on the link below to view Dr. Guis’ seminar  
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=4%60/hosp/radmed/pres081611.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Radiation%20Medicine%2008-16-11
Lori, J. Pierce, MD, FASTRO
July 14, 2011
Vice Provost for Academic & Faculty Affairs
Professor, Department of Radiation Oncology Program Leader, Breast Radiotherapy
University of Michigan
http://www2.med.umich.edu/healthcenters/provider_profile.cfm?individual_id=36569

Presentation:
"Local-Regional Therapy for BRCA1/2-Associated Breast Cancer"

Click on the link below to view Dr. Pierce’s seminar
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=4%60/hosp/radmed/pres07141 1.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Local%20-%20Regional%20Therapy%20for%20BRCA1%20-%20Associated%20Breast%20Cancer%3B%20Lori%20Pierce%2C%20MD

LOCATION:  Hatfield Research Center, Room 14D03
TIME:  8:30 AM

Kristin Rae Swanson, PhD
Thursday, April 28th, 2011 at 12 noon
Associate Research Professor, Department of Pathology
Adjunct Associate Research Professor, Dept. of Applied Mathematics University of Washington
http://www.amath.washington.edu/~swanson/
http://projectreporter.nih.gov/project_info_description.cfm?aid=7730125&icde=43190 41
http://www.pathology.washington.edu/research/labs/swanson/

Presentation:
"Patient-Specific Mathematical Neuro-Oncology: Combining Clinical Imaging and Mathematical Modeling to Predict Glioma Growth in Individual Patients"

Click on the link below to view Dr. Swanson’s seminar
mms://media.ohsu.edu/int/hosp/mtg042811.wmv

LOCATION:  Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon
Phuoc T. Tran, MD, PhD
Thursday, April 21st, 2011
Assistant Professor Department of Radiation Oncology & Molecular Radiation Sciences
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
http://www.radonc.jhmi.edu/faculty/dr_tran.html
http://mrs.radonc.jhmi.edu/html/labs/tran_lab/
http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/doctors/results/directory/profile/0024208/Phuoc-Tho-Tran-MD%20PhD

Presentation:
"Reactivation of oncogene-induced senescence as treatment for lung cancer"

Click on the link to view Dr. Tran’s presentation:
mms://media.ohsu.edu/int/hosp/rad/mtg042111.wmv

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at TBD

Colin D. Weekes, M.D., Ph.D.
Tuesday, April 19th, 2011 at 12 noon
Assistant Professor of Medicine Developmental Therapeutics Program/GI Oncology
University of Colorado at Denver
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/departments/medicine/MedicalOncology/research/Pages/WeekesResearchLab.aspx
http://www.uch.edu/doctor-profile.aspx?id=680&searchId=ad94b560-bae9-df11-b8f9-005056947912&sort=10
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/departments/medicine/MedicalOncology/faculty/Pages/ColinWeekes.aspx

Presentation:
“A pharmacodynamic approach to optimizing mTOR-targeted therapy of pancreatic cancer"

Click on the link to view Dr. Weekes’ presentation:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=5%60/hosp/radmed/radmed041911.flv%60vod&width=640&height=360&title= Radiation%20Medicine%2004/19/11

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon

Eddie L. Greene, MD
November 30th, 2010 at 8:00 AM
President-elect, Medical Staff
Assoc. Prof. & Consultant, Division of Nephrology & Hypertension
Director, Office for Diversity in Education
Mayo Clinic & College of Medicine
Presentation:
"Critical Links & Potential Synergies for Diversity and Inclusion as a Major Driver for Opportunities to Substantially Increase Health Equity"

CLICK BELOW TO SEE AND HEAR THE PRESENTATION:
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?params=3%60/hosp/radmed/gr113010.flv%60vod&width=640&height=480&title=Medical%20Grand%20Rounds%2C%2011/30/10

LOCATION:    UHS 8B60 Auditorium

LaSalle D. Leffall, MD
Monday, November 15th, 2010 at 7 am in Old Library Auditorium
Chair, President's Cancer Panel
Charles R. Drew Professor & Chair Emeritus
Department of Surgery, Howard University College of Medicine
http://deainfo.nci.nih.gov/advisory/pcp/biographies.htm
http://www.coas.howard.edu/music/huje/Leffall.htm

Presentation:
"Charles R. Drew, MD, FACS---Surgical Paragon"

CLICK BELOW TO SEE AND HEAR THE PRESENTATION:
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/adm/lib/pres111510.rv

Ramesh Rengan, MD, PhD
Tuesday, September 28th, 2010 at 12 noon Assistant Professor Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
http://www.xrt.upenn.edu/RRengan.shtml

Presentation:
"The Dilemma of the Thoracic Radiation Oncologist:  How Do We Improve Local Control in Locally Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer?"

CLICK ON LINK BELOW TO VIEW PRESENTATION
mms://media.ohsu.edu/int/hosp/rad/mtg092810.wmv
Paul Okunieff, MD, PhD
September 23, 2010 at 11:00 am
Director, University of Florida/Shands Cancer Center
Professor & Chair, Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Florida College of Medicine
http://www.med.ufl.edu/radonc/faculty/Physicians/okunieff.shtml

Presentation:
"The Role that Oligometastasis & Metastases Staging Can Play in Curative Clinical Trial Design for Disseminated Disease"

CLICK ON LINK BELOW TO VIEW PRESENTATION
mms://media.ohsu.edu/int/hosp/rad/mtg092310.wmv

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:00 am

Steven C. Stain, MD
Monday, September 20th, 2010 at 7 am in Old Library Auditorium
Neil Lempert Professor & Chair
Department of Surgery, Albany Medical College
Immediate Past-Chair, Board of Directors, American Board of Surgery
http://www.amc.edu/Patient/services/Surgery/
http://www.amc.edu/PhysicianDirectory/index.cfm?event=showPhysicianDetail&med_prof_rec_no=4942
http://home.absurgery.org/default.jsp?aboutdirectors

LOCATION: Old Library Auditorium at 7:00 AM

C. David Fuller, MD, PhD
Thursday, September 2nd, 2010
RSNA Research Resident
Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
Instructor, Department of Radiation Medicine at OHSU

Presentation:
"Multimodality/Multidisciplinary Target Delineation in Radiotherapy"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon
Kenneth J. Russell, MD  
Wednesday, August 25th, 2010 at 10 am  
Prof. & Vice-Chair, Dept. of Radiation Oncology  
Medical Director, Seattle Cancer Care Alliance Radiation Oncology Program  
University of Washington School of Medicine  
http://www.radonc.washington.edu/dept/md_cv/cv_russell.html  

Presentation:  
"Technological Advances in External Beam XRT for Prostate Cancer"  

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 10 am  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Wayne S. Zundel, PhD  
June 10th, 2010 at 12 noon  
Assistant Professor & Radiobiologist, Dept. of Radiation Oncology  
Member, Molecular Targets Group, James Graham Brown Cancer Center  
University of Louisville  

Presentation:  
"Approaches to Understanding & Controlling Cellular Hypoxic & Acute Reperfusive Responses"  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
James Metz, MD  
April 27th, 2010 at 2 pm  
Assoc. Prof. & Vice-Chair, Dept. of Radiation Oncology  
Clinical Director, Proton Therapy Program  
Editor-in-Chief, OncoLink University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine  
http://penncancer.org/faculty.cfm?id=485  

Presentation:  
"Protons: Ready or Not, Here They Come!"  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
James Metz, MD  
April 26th, 2010 at 12:30 pm  
Assoc. Prof. & Vice-Chair, Dept. of Radiation Oncology  
Clinical Director, Proton Therapy Program Editor-in-Chief, OncoLink  
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine  
http://penncancer.org/faculty.cfm?id=485  

Presentation:  
"Real-time Tracking in the Treatment of Pancreatic Cancer"  

Lena Gamble, Monday  
April 19th, 2010  
MD-PhD Medical Scientist Training Program  
Department of Pathology University of Alabama at Birmingham  
http://www.mstp.uab.edu/StudentDirectory.html  

Presentation:  
"Modification of Conditionally Replicative Adenoviruses (CRAds) for Treatment of Ovarian Cancer"  

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon  

Sherry Ann Brown, MA (Physics)  
Thursday, February 25th, 2010  
MD-PhD Medical Scientist Training Program Center for Cell Analysis & Modeling  
Department of Cell Biology  
University of Connecticut Health Center  
http://medicine.uchc.edu/prospective/profiles/brown.html  

Presentation:  
"Virtual NEURON: Computational Analysis of Calcium Metabolism & Membrane Excitability in Cerebellar Purkinje Neurons"  

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:00 AM
Oladapo Yeku, BS
Monday, December 14th, 2009
MD-PhD Medical Scientist Training Program
Graduate Program in Molecular & Cellular Pharmacology
Department of Pharmacological Sciences
SUNY Stony Brook
http://www.pharm.stonybrook.edu/mstp/yeku.htm

Presentation:
"Phospholipase D2 (PLD2) Roles in Glucose-Stimulated Insulin Release (GSIR) & Golgi Architecture Maintenance"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:45 AM

Sinisa Todorovic, PhD
Tuesday, November 24th, 2009
Professor
School of Electrical Engineering
Oregon State University
http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~sinisa
http://eecs.oregonstate.edu/research/members/todorovic/index.html

Presentation:
"From Hierarchies of Regions to Image Understanding"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th Floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 9:00 am

C. David Fuller, MD, PhD-C
Friday, August 28th, 2009
RSNA Research Resident, Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio
Instructor, Department of Radiation Medicine at OHSU

Presentation:
"Target Volume Delineation for Conformal Radiotherapy: Current Status & Implications for Cooperative Group Cancer Clinical trials"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:30 am
Muyiwa Awoniyi, BS
Tuesday, August 18th, 2009
Medical Scientist Training Program
University of Washington School of Medicine
http://www.mstp.washington.edu/students/studentinfo.php?ID=233

Presentation:
"Innate and Adaptive Contributions to Host Response Against Salmonella"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

William Morgan, PhD
Wednesday, August 12th, 2009
Director of Radiation Biology & Biophysics
Biological Sciences Division
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
U.S. Department of Energy
http://www.pnl.gov/science/staff/staff_info.asp?staff_num=7214

Presentation:
"Molecular Aspects of Radiation Repair"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:30 am

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DAVID I. ROSENTHAL, MD, MS
Thursday, July 23rd, 2009
Professor & Director
Head & Neck Cancer Translational Research
Department of Radiation Oncology/Division of Radiation Oncology
MD Anderson Cancer Center
http://www.headandneckoncology.org/edboard/start.asp?id=726279

Presentation:
"EGFR INHIBITORS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH HEAD & NECK CANCER"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 12:30 pm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jerry J. Jaboin, MD, PhD
Wednesday, July 22nd, 2009
Chief Resident/Holman Research Pathway, Department of Radiation Oncology
ASTRO Resident/Fellow Seed Grant Recipient
Department of Radiation Oncology
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine/Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center
http://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/root/vumc.php?site=rad_onc&doc=16907
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=DetailsSearch&Term=jaboin+j%5BAuthor%5D+OR+jaboine+j%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.vicc.org/dd/display.php?id=4301

Presentation:
"PREDICTIVE GENOMICS: OPTIMIZING CANCER CARE USING SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 10:30 am.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STEPHEN S.G. CHUN
Wednesday, April 29th, 2009
Doris Duke Scholar, University of Hawaii Burns Medical School

Presentation:
"Aquarium to bedside: A novel translation to advance therapy in pancreatic cancer"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 11:30 am.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BRUCE D. MINSKY, MD
Tuesday, April 14th, 2009
Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Chicago Medical Center

Presentation:
"RECTAL CANCER: STRATEGIES FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF TREATMENT & SELECTION OF CARE"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc041409.rm

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 11:00 am
DI YAN, PHD  
Friday, February 20th, 2009 at 12 noon  
Director, Radiotherapy Physics  
Department of Radiation Oncology  
William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI  

Presentation:  
"IMAGE GUIDED ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT FOR RADIOTHERAPY"  
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr.  
Conference Room 4153 at 12 NOON  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KENNETH R. STEVENS, JR., MD  
Friday, January 23rd, 2009 at 12 noon  
Professor & Chair Emeritus  
Department of Radiation Medicine  
OHSU School of Medicine  
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/radmedicine/kennethstevens.cfm  

Presentation:  
"HISTORY OF RADIATION ONCOLOGY IN OREGON"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/sch/histmed/hom012309.rm  

LOCATION: Old Library Auditorium  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AUTUMN IVY, MSTP STUDENT  
Monday, December 8th, 2008  
Medical Scientist Training Program  
School of Medicine and Graduate School  
University of California at Irvine  

Presentation:  
"A ROLE OF HIPPOCAMPAL CORTICOTROPHIN-RELEASING FACTOR SIGNALING IN EARLY-LIFE EXPERIENCE: FROM SYNOPSIS TO BEHAVIOR"  
http://www.ohsu.edu/edcomm/flash/flash_player.php?movie=radonc120808.flv&width=320&height=240  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JIJI ANTONY, PHD
Tuesday, October 28th, 2008
Department of Radiation Oncology
Stanford University Medical Center
http://radonc.stanford.edu/radphysics/fellows/antony.html

Presentation:
"RESPIRATORY MOTION & RADIATION THERAPY: TREATMENT APPROACHES"

MELANIE MITCHELL, PhD
Thursday, September 4th, 2008
Professor
Department of Computer Science
Portland State University
http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~mm/
http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~mm/GAsMedicalImageProcessing.html
http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~mm/MitchellResearchGroup.html

Presentation:
"PROSTATE SEGMENTATION ON PELVIC CT IMAGES USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc090408.rm

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 1:30 noon

HOWARD COLMAN, MD, PhD
Tuesday, August 22nd, 2008
Assistant Professor
Department of Neuro-Oncology
Co-Leader, Project 3, SPORE in Brain Cancer MD Anderson Cancer Center

Presentation:
"PREDICTORS OF OUTCOMES & OPTIMIZATION OF TREATMENT IN DE-NOVO Glioblastoma Multiforme"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc072208.rm

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 12:00 noon
BRANDON MERZ, MS  
Friday, July 18th, 2008  
Medical Physics Faculty Candidate, Department of Radiation Medicine OHSU School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"DOSIMETRIC COMPARISON OF SUPERFICIAL X-RAYS & A CUSTOM HDR SURFACE APPLICATOR FOR THE TREATMENT OF SUPERFICIAL CANCERS"  
LOCATION:  Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 12:00 noon  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHRISTOPHER CORLESS, MD, PHD  
Wednesday, May 21st, 2008  
Professor  
Department of Pathology  
OHSU School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS FOR SOLID TUMORS: WHERE WE ARE & WHERE WE'RE GOING"  
LOCATION:  Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 10:00 am  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MARK GARZOTTO, MD  
Wednesday, May 7th, 2008  
Associate Professor, Division of Urology, Dept. of Surgery Associate Professor, Department of Radiation Medicine  
Member, GU Oncology Program & SPORE Grant, OHSU Cancer Institute  
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/surgery/divisions/urology/mark-garzotto-md.cfm  
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/surgery/divisions/urology/upload/GARZOTTO.pdf  
http://www.fhcrc.org/science/phs/prostate_spore/  

Presentation:  
"MOLECULAR TARGETING IN MULTIMODAL THERAPY FOR PROSTATE CANCER"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc050708.rm  
LOCATION:  Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth R. Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 10 am  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MARQUAM HIL LECTURE SERIES

MARTIN FUSS, MD, PHD
Thursday, April 17th, 2008
Professor & Director
Program in Image-Guided Radiation Therapy Department of Radiation Medicine OHSU

Presentation:
"IMAGE-GUIDED RADIATION THERAPY"
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/dean/somevents.cfm?eventID=137

LOCATION: OHSU Auditorium in the Old Library Auditorium at 7:30 pm
RSVP IS REQUIRED, 494-4240

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PHUOC T. TRAN, MD, PHD
Wednesday, April 16th, 2008
Chief Resident/Instructor
RSNA Research Resident
Department of Radiation Oncology
Stanford University School of Medicine

Presentation:
"RATIONALE FOR COMBINED INACTIVATION OF MYC & K-RASG21D ONCOGENES FOR INHIBITION OF TUMOR MAINTENANCE"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth Stevens Conference Room 4153 at 1:00 pm

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ADEL FARIDANI, PHD
Tuesday, April 8th, 2008
Department of Mathematics
Oregon State University
http://oregonstate.edu/~faridana/
http://oregonstate.edu/~faridana/preprints/preprints.html
http://www.math.oregonstate.edu/

Presentation:
"ANALYSIS OF A RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM IN 3D HELICAL TOMOGRAPHY"

LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Kenneth R. Stevens, Jr. Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ZHONG SU, PHD  
Monday, April 7th, 2008  
Division of Medical Physics  
Department of Radiation Oncology  
Virginia Commonwealth University/Medical College of Virginia  
http://www.massey.vcu.edu/Faculty/Faculty.aspx?pid=2146&dept=2  
http://www.massey.vcu.edu/Faculty/Faculty.aspx?pid%20=2146&dept=2

Presentation:  
"DOSIMETRIC COMPARISONS OF DMPO & 2-STEP APPROACH STEP-AND-SHOOT IMRT PLANS"  
LOCATION: Peter Kohler Pavilion, 4th floor, NEW Dept. of Radiation Medicine, Conference Room 4153 at 12 noon

W. ARCHIE BLEYER, MD  
Wednesday, April 2nd, 2008  
Chair, Children's Oncology Group Adolescent & Young Adult Committee Mosbacher  
Chair Emeritus & Prof. of Pediatrics, MD Anderson Cancer Center Attending Physician, St. Charles Medical Center, Bend, OR  
Clinical Professor, Department of Radiation Medicine, OHSU

Presentation:  
"ADOLESCENT & YOUNG ADULT CONDITIONAL SURVIVAL"  
"CHEMORADIATION INTERACTIONS IN THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM"  
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/dean/somevents.cfm?eventID=353

TIMOTHY MITIN, MD, PHD  
Friday, March 28th, 2008  
Providence Medical Center

Presentation:  
"RESEARCH TOPICS IN ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO CANCER TREATMENT"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc032808.rm

MARTIN PIKE, PHD  
Friday, March 7th, 2008  
Visiting Professor, Advanced Imaging Research Center OHSU

Presentation:  
"IN-VIVO MR IN ANIMALS & ORGANS: ELUCIDATING DYNAMIC PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES WITH NON-INVASIVE IMAGING & SPECTROSCOPY "  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MICHAEL GOUGH, PHD, Wednesday, March 5th, 2008
Research Assistant Professor
Department of Radiation Medicine, OHSU
http://www.ohsu.edu/ohsuedu/academic/som/radmedicine/michaelgough.cfm
Research Scientist, Earle Chiles Research Institute Providence Cancer Center

Presentation:
"ADJUVANT IMMUNOTHERAPY OF CANCER: WINNING BY COMING SECOND"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc030508.rm

ATO WRIGHT, MD-C, PHD-C
Monday, February 25th, 2008
Penn State University College of Medicine Medical Scientist Training Program

Presentation:
"REGULATION OF EARLY WAVE OF GERM CELL APOPTOSIS & SPERMATOGENESIS BY
DEUBIQUITINATING ENZYME CYLD"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc022108.rm

KARL PRADO, PHD
Thursday, February 21st, 2008
Associate Professor
Division of Radiation Oncology
Department of Medical Physics
MD Anderson Cancer Center

Presentation:
"QA FOR IMRT: METHODS, RESULTS, & FUTURE"

JAY DOUGLAS, MS, MD
Tuesday, January 29th, 2008
University of Washington Medical Center/Seattle Cancer Care Alliance

Presentation:
"MEDULLOBLASTOMA: UPDATE 2008"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc012908.rm
DR. IRIS GIBBS  
Friday, December 14th, 2007  
Stanford University Medical Center  

Presentation:  
"ROBOTIC RADIOSURGERY FOR INTRACRANIAL & EXTRACRANIAL LESIONS"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc121407.rm

DR. CHRISTOPHER H. CRANE  
Monday, November 5th, 2007  
MD Anderson Cancer Center  

Presentation:  
"CHEMORADIATION FOR PANCREATIC CANCER: PRINCIPLES, CONTROVERSIES, STANDARDS, & NOVEL TECHNIQUES"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc110507.rm

DR. A. WM. BLACKSTOCK  
Friday, September 28, 2007  
Wake Forest University Cancer Center/Bowman-Gray School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"RECENT PROGRESS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF GI CANCERS: UPDATE FROM ASCO & ASTRO 2007"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc092807.rm  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/etmgc072606.rm

DR. BO LU  
Monday, September 24th, 2007  
Vanderbilt University Cancer Center  

Presentation:  
"TARGETING ER STRESS-MEDIATED AUTOPHAGY FOR CANCER THERAPY"

DR. JIANZHOU WU  
Wednesday, August 29th, 2007  
University of Maryland School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"IMAGE REGISTRATION IN RADIOTHERAPY"
DR. NA'TOSHA GATSON  
Monday, August 27th, 2007  
The Ohio State University College of Medicine Medical Scientist Training Program  

Presentation:  
"SEX, PREGNANCY, & A GREAT PAIR OF GENES: CRITICAL MEDIATORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT & PROGRESSION OF CNS AUTOIMMUNE INJURY"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc082707.rm

DR. JAMES A. TANYI  
Wednesday, August 22nd, 2007  
University of Arizona College of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"UTILITY OF DW MRI IN PREDICTING THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY IN HEAD & NECK CANCERS"

DR. AMBER D’SOUZA  
Monday, August 13th, 2007  
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health  

Presentation:  
"DIFFERENTIAL RISK FACTORS FOR HPV-POSITIVE & HPV-NEGATIVE HEAD & NECK SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMAS"

DR. IMAD ALI  
Friday, August 10th, 2007  
Department of Medical Physics  
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center  

Presentation:  
"IMAGE-GUIDED RADIATION THERAPY at MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER INSTITUTE"

DR. CLIFTON DAVE FULLER  
Thursday, August 2nd, 2007  
Graduate Program in Radiological Sciences, & Department of Radiation Oncology  
University of Texas HSC at San Antonio  
http://myprofile.cos.com/cdf95c

Presentation:  
"HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE AND TRAINING PRACTICE DIFFERENTIALS IN TARGET DELINEATION: A MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL STUDY."
DR. ALI MEIGOONI  
Wednesday, July 25th, 2007  
University of Kentucky Medical Center  

Presentation:  
"BRACHYTHERAPY & GRID THERAPY: TWO METHODS OF DELIVERING OPTIMUM RADIATION DOSE TO THE TUMOR"

-----------------------------

DR. WARREN D. D'SOUZA  
Friday, July 20th, 2007  
University of Maryland School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"FEEDBACK CONTROL OF RESPIRATION INDUCED TUMOR MOTION USING THE TREATMENT COUCH"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc072007.rm

-----------------------------

DR. JIAN-MING ZHU  
Tuesday, July 17th, 2007  
Wake Forest University School of Medicine  

Presentation:  
"NEW DEVELOPMENT OF MR MOLECULAR & FUNCTIONAL IMAGING STRATEGIES FOR ONCOLOGY APPLICATIONS"

-----------------------------

DR. INDRIN CHETTY  
Monday, July 16th, 2007  
University of Nebraska Medical Center  

Presentation:  
"ACCURATE PLANNING & TARGETING OF RADIATION THERAPY & ASSESSMENT OF RESPONSE"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc071607.rm

-----------------------------

DR. GRAHAM WARREN  
June 13th, 2007  
University of Kentucky Medical Center  

Presentation:  
"NICOTINE IN THE REGULATION OF CANCER TREATMENT"  
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc061307.rm

-----------------------------
DR. LISA A. KACHNIC
May 15th, 2007
Boston University & Massachusetts General Hospital
http://www.massgeneral.org/cancer/locator/search_clinician.asp?id=131

Presentation:
"OPTIMIZING SPHINCTER PRESERVATION & MINIMIZING TREATMENT-RELATED TOXICITY IN ANAL CANCER"

DR. PETER M. GLAZER
Yale University Cancer Center

Presentation:
"HYPOXIA, DNA REPAIR, & CANCER THERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc040407.rm

DR. JAMES M. BALTER
University of Michigan

Presentation:
"MOVEMENT, CHANGES, & COMPLEXITY IN RADIOTHERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc3_30_07.rm

DR. DAVID RABEN
University of Colorado Cancer Center

Presentation:
"EVOLVING ROLE OF TARGETED THERAPY AND RADIATION IN CANCER MANAGEMENT"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc021507.rm

DR. GERBAIL T. KRISHNAMURTHY

Presentation:
"QUANTIFICATION OF GLOBAL & REGIONAL LIVER & GALL BLADDER FUNCTION: RATIONALE & CLINICAL APPLICATION"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc021307.rm
DR. ZHENRONG CUI

Presentation:
"NEW APPLICATIONS IN USING SYNTHETIC ds-RNA FOR TUMOR THERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc021207.rm

DR. JOSEPH RAJENDRAN
University of Washington School of Medicine

Presentation:
"OVERCOMING RESISTANCE TO RADIOTHERAPY: ROLE OF PET IMAGING"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc011207.rm

DR. ARNO J. MUNDT
University of California at San Diego

Presentation:
"IMRT FOR GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc121206.rm

DR. YUE CAO

Presentation:
"FUNCTIONAL IMAGING FOR ASSESSMENT IN RADIATION THERAPY RESPONSE AND NORMAL TISSUE TOXICITY: INFRASTRUCTURE & STUDIES"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc121106.rm

DR. V. AMOD SAXENA

Presentation:
"PALLIATIVE THERAPY & THE ROLE OF RADIOTHERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc120706.rm

DR. BRADLEY PRESTIDGE

Presentation:
"USE OF PROSTASCINT FUSION IMAGING IN STAGING & TREATMENT PLANNING FOR PROSTATE CANCER (BRACHYTHERAPY & IMRT"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc112006.rm
DR. LI-CHUNG KU

Presentation:
"ASSESSMENT OF PATIENT SET-UP VARIATIONS WITH VARIAN ON-BOARD IMAGER: IS THERE A BENEFIT TO THE PATIENT?"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc103006.rm

DR. (GRACE) GE ZENG

Presentation:
"TWO ISOCENTER IMRT WITH CONTROLLED JUNCTION DOSE FOR LONG VOLUME SARCOMAS"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc102706.rm

DR. SUNG-YONG PARK

Presentation:
"DEVELOPMENT OF QA TOOLS FOR IMRT/IMRS & IGRT"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc101606.rm

DR. PENGYI GUO

Presentation:
"A NOVEL 3-D DOSIMETRY SYSTEM FOR RADIATION ONCOLOGY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc092206.rm

DR. STEVE B. JIANG

Presentation:
"MANAGEMENT OF RESPIRATORY MOTION IN RADIOTHERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc092206.rm
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc082506.rv

DR. IAN R. CROCKER

Presentation:
"IMAGE-GUIDED RADIOTHERAPY AND RADIOSURGERY: THE EMORY UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc082206.rm
DR. A. WM. BLACKSTOCK

Presentation:
"UPDATE ON COLORECTAL CANCER"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/etmgc072606.rm

DR. JAMES BALTER

Presentation:
"DYNAMIC MODELS IN RADIOTHERAPY"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc031006.rm

DR. CHANDAN GUHA

Presentation:
"PREPARATIVE IRRADIATION FOR LIVER CELL TRANSPLANTATION"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/guha041406.rm

DR. WILLIAM REGINE

Presentation:
"MANAGEMENT OF BRAIN METASTASES: CONCEPTS & CONTROVERSIES"
http://media.ohsu.edu/ramgen/hosp/RadOnc/radonc070706.rm